
NOMENCLATURE AND DIMENSIONLESS
GROUPS

PRINCIPAL NOMENCLATURE

A book that covers as many topics as this one does is bound to encounter
some problems with nomenclature. We have tried to use standard nota-
tion wherever possible, and to be consistent in usage throughout. In or-
der to help distinguish between dimensional quantities and their dimen-
sionless counterparts after scaling, we use Roman alphabet symbols for
dimensional variables and corresponding Greek letters for the dimension-
less ones. For example, the dimensional coordinates (x, y, z) ! (⇠, ⌘, ⇣).
For some variables, such as velocity v, vi, this scheme is not possible be-
cause there is no Greek counterpart. Further, we need symbols for both
the vector and its components. We handle this by using italic symbols for
dimensional quantities and Roman symbols for the dimensionless ones,
e.g., (v, vi) ! (v, vi).

Subscripts and superscripts can be complicated as well. We use upper
case Roman letters to designate components, lower case Greek to represent
phases, s or ` to designate solid and liquid, respectively, and a superscript
‘⇤’ to designate quantities evaluated at the solid-liquid interface. Whereas
the ‘⇤’ will always appear as a superscript, the other indices may appear as
subscripts or superscripts, depending on what form provides the clearest
description in the current context. As an example, the most complicated
symbol used in the text is C⇤↵

J` , which means the mass fraction of compo-
nent J in the liquid, evaluated at the solid-liquid interface ahead of phase
↵. This symbol appears in the discussion of the solidification of eutectic
and peritectic alloys. The most important symbols are given below.

Roman alphabet

A, B, . . . species (component) A
A, As` area, solid-liquid interfacial area
Af`, Afs surface area between foreign substrate and liquid,

between foreign substrate and solid
AC , AR growth constants for eutectics
A(n) surface energy anisotropy function
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a1, a2, a3, . . . surface energy anisotropy coefficients
aA↵ chemical activity of species A in phase ↵
B ratio of solutal and thermal expansion coefficients

(= �C/(m`�T ))
[B

e
] spatial derivatives of element shape functions

b vector of body force per unit mass; design vector
[C

e
], [C] element and global capacitance matrices in FEM

C mass fraction of solute in a binary alloy
CJ mass fraction of species J in a mixture
C⇤

s , C⇤
` mass fractions of solute in the solid and liquid phases of a

binary alloy at the solid-liquid interface
c0, c1, . . . constants of integration
cp, cV specific heat at constant pressure; at constant volume
D chemical diffusivity of solute; diameter
d diameter of a sphere
D rate-of-deformation tensor (= (rv + (rv)

T
)/2)

d0, dC0 thermal capillary length; chemical capillary length
E Young’s modulus
E,Em, e total, molar and specific internal energy
˙E cumulative average deformation rate
E, Eijkl elasticity tensor, indicial form
eIJ second-order interaction coefficient between solute

element I and gas element J
F, F total and volumetric free energy in phase-field model
F deformation gradient tensor, Fij = @xi/@Xj

fA, fV geometric factors for nucleation in a conical pit
fJ`, f

0
J` activity coefficient for species J in an alloy, and in a pure

material
f↵ mass fraction of phase ↵
G temperature gradient
G,Gm, g total, molar and specific Gibbs free energy
GC composition gradient
g acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m s�2

g↵ volume fraction of phase ↵
gd, ge, gg volume fraction of interdendritic liquid, extradendritic

liquid and grain
gs volume fraction of solid
gse extended volume fraction of the solid phase
gsi internal volume fraction of the solid phase in a grain
H, Hm, h total, molar and specific enthalpy
hT heat transfer coefficient
I unit tensor (identity tensor); the ij component is �ij
Ihomo, Iheter homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation rate
Ihomo
0 , Iheter0 prefactors for homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation

rate
Iv2D, Iv3D Ivantsov function in 2-D or 3-D
i

p
�1

jA mass fraction flux for species A
J Jacobian (detF )
[J ] element Jacobian for FEM
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K,K permeability tensor; value of isotropic permeability
[K

e
], [K] element and global conductance matrices in FEM

k, k thermal conductivity tensor; value of isotropic conductivity
kT thermal conductivity ratio (= ks/k`)
k0, k

m
0 partition coefficient (mass); partition coefficient (molar)

kB Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38 ⇥ 10

�23
J K

�1

L, Lc characteristic length
Lf latent heat of fusion per unit mass
Lv latent heat of vaporization per unit mass
M mass of a system; morphological number
MJ molecular weight of species J
m`,ms slopes of the liquidus and solidus curve (mass fractions)
[N

e
] element shape functions in FEM

N0 Avagadro’s number, 6.02 ⇥ 10

23 atoms mol�1

NC number of components
NF number of degrees of freedom for phase equilibria
NJ total number of atoms of species J in a mixture
Nb bond coordination number
Ng number of grid points in a computational domain
N� number of phases
n number of moles
n, (nx, ny, nz) unit vector normal to a surface and its Cartesian

components
n, ng density of grains
nmax maximum density of particles available
np density of potent nucleant particles; density of pores
O(·) order of magnitude
P power input to a system; penalty parameter
P (r;Rtip) surface of a paraboloid of revolution (dimensional)
P(%) surface of a paraboloid of revolution (dimensionless)
p, pa pressure, atmospheric pressure
pc probability of capture
p(�) orientation distribution function
p̃, p0 intermediate pressure and pressure correction in SIMPLE

algorithm
p̂ modified pressure (= p + ⇢0gh)
Q heat input to a system
qb boundary heat flux
q heat flux vector
R radius
Rg;Rg0 radius of grain; final grain radius
R1, R2 principal radii of curvature
R gas constant, 8.31 J mol�1 K�1

R dimensionless radius for a spherical solid particle
˙Rq specific heat generation rate
Rc radius of a critical nucleus
Rp pore radius
Rtip tip radius of a paraboloid
{R} residual vector
r, ✓, z cylindrical coordinates
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r, ✓,� spherical coordinates
rIJ second-order interaction coefficient between solute

element I and gas element J
S bounding surface
S, Sm, s total, molar and specific entropy
Sm
mix molar entropy of mixing

SV , Ss`
V solid-liquid interfacial area per unit volume

Sde
V interfacial area per unit volume for inter-extradendritic

liquid
Ssd
V interfacial area per unit volume for solid-interdendritic

liquid
T temperature
˙T cooling rate
T0 boundary temperature; temperature where Gs

m
= G`

m

T ⇤ solid-liquid interface temperature
Tb boundary temperature
Tcol temperature of a columnar front
Teut eutectic temperature
Tf equilibrium melting temperature of pure material
Tliq liquidus temperature
Tper peritectic temperature
Tref , T0 reference temperature
Tsol solidus temperature
Tv vaporization temperature at atmospheric pressure
{T e}, {T } local and global vector of nodal temperatures
t, tc time, characteristic time
tf local solidification time
tn time of nucleation
t surface traction vector
˜U scaled composition in phase-field model
u displacement vector
V, V m, v total, molar and specific volume
VR volume of representative volume element
Vs, V` volume of solid and liquid phases in representative volume

element
v scalar velocity
vg velocity normal to the surface of a grain
v, vi (dimensional) velocity vector and its ith component
v, vi (dimensionless) velocity vector and its ith component
vJ velocity vector for species J
vn normal component of velocity of the solid-liquid interface
vsound speed of sound
vT isotherm velocity
W width; total work done by external forces
W0 phase-field interface width
XI molar composition of species I
X material coordinate vector
{X}, {Y}, {Z} element vectors of nodal coordinates in FEM
x position vector
x⇤ interface position in 1-D problems
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates; also x1, x2, x3

ˆ

x, ˆy, ˆz unit vectors in Cartesian coordinates
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Greek alphabet

↵ thermal diffusivity (= k/(⇢cp))
↵,�, � generic phases
↵T linear thermal expansion coefficient (= �T /3)
� Solidification shrinkage (= ⇢s/⇢` � 1)
�T volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (= 3↵T )
�C volumetric solutal expansion coefficient
�p coefficient of compressibility
�s` Gibbs-Thomson coefficient (= �s`Tf/(⇢sLf ))
�

m⇤
s,` , ��⇤

s,`, �

h⇤
s,`, �

C⇤
s,` interfacial mass, momentum, energy or species term for

solid or liquid
�f` surface energy between foreign substrate and liquid
�fs surface energy between foreign substrate and solid
�gb grain boundary energy
�s`, �

0
s` surface energy between solid and liquid; value of isotropic

surface energy
� dimensionless undercooling cp�T/Lf (Stefan number)
�C0 difference in compositions across eutectic plateau
�Ghomo

n ,�Ghetero
n free energy barrier for homogeneous or heterogeneous

nucleation
�Hm

mix molar enthalpy of mixing
�Sm

f molar entropy difference between solid and liquid
�sJf specific entropy of fusion of species J (= LJ

f /T
J
f )

�T total undercooling
�Tb undercooling for bridging or coalescence
�Tc characteristic temperature difference
�T0 Equilibrium freezing range (= Tliq � Tsol)
�Tk kinetic undercooling
�Tn nucleation undercooling
�TR curvature undercooling
�TC solutal undercooling
�TT thermal undercooling
�x,�y,�z grid spacing in various coordinate directions
� dimensionless solidified layer thickness; boundary layer

thickness
"JK bond energy between atoms of J and K
" strain tensor
"eq equivalent strain
"4, "n 4-fold, n-fold coefficient for the planar anisotropy of �s`
⌘ dimensionless y�coordinate; paraboloidal coordinate
⇣ dimensionless z�coordinate; fractional time step
✓ dimensionless temperature; angular coordinate;

wetting angle
̄,G mean and Gaussian curvature of a surface
⇤ ratio of eutectic spacing to extremum value (= �/�ext)
� wavelength of instability; eutectic spacing
�1,�2 primary, secondary dendrite arm spacing
µ` shear viscosity of a Newtonian fluid
µJ↵ chemical potential of species J in phase ↵
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µk kinetic attachment coefficient
⌫` kinematic viscosity (= µ`/⇢`)
⌫0 atomic vibration frequency
⌫e Poisson’s ratio
⇠ dimensionless x�coordinate; parabolic coordinate
⇠ Cahn-Hoffmann vector (= r(r�s`(n)))
⇡ 3.14159 . . .
⇧ dimensionless scaled pressure
⇢ mass density
⇢0 mass density at reference temperature and pressure
% dimensionless radial coordinate
� total stress tensor
ˆ

� effective stress tensor (= � + pI)
�eq equivalent stress
�⇤ dendrite tip selection constant
�n instability growth rate exponent for mode n
�y yield stress
⌧ extra stress tensor
⌧ dimensionless time
⌧0 time scale factor in phase-field model
⌥ noise in phase-field equation
� constant used to describe interface position
�s,�` existence function for solid, liquid phase
�↵ mole fraction of phase ↵
 phase-field order parameter
 surface stiffness
⌦

m regular solution parameter
⌦ supersaturation
! vorticity vector (= r⇥ v)

Subscripts, superscripts and indices

A⇤ evaluated on the solid-liquid interface
AC composition
Ac characteristic value
Acol columnar zone
Ael elastic deformation
Aeut eutectic
A` liquid phase
Ag gas phase
Ak attachment kinetics
AI , AJ species I, species J
Aliq liquidus
Am amount per mole
An component of vector A normal to the interface
Ap pores
AR surface with radius of curvature R
As solid phase
Asol solidus
As` solid-liquid interface
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Ath thermal deformation
Atr transformational deformation
Avp viscoplastic deformation
A↵, A� , . . . quantity in phase ↵, �, . . .
Ax, Ay, Az x, y, z components of a vector
A0 nominal or reference value
A1 flat surface (R ! 1)

Mathematical functions

Symbol Meaning Representation

Ei(u) exponential integral �
1Z

�u

e�s

s
ds

erf (u) error function 2p
⇡

uZ

0

e�s2ds

erfc (u) complementary error function 1 � erf (u)

f(✓) nucleation geometric factor (2 + cos ✓)(1 � cos ✓)2

4

Ln(x) Laguerre polynomial ex

n!

dn

dxn

�
e�xxn�

Pnm(x) associated Legendre polynomial (�1)

m

2

nn!

�
1 � x2�m/2 dn+m

dxn+m

�
x2 � 1

�n

Q4 first cubic harmonic function n4
x + n4

y + n4
z

S4 second cubic harmonic function n2
xn

2
yn

2
z

Ynm(✓,�) spherical harmonic function

s
(2n + 1)(n�m)!

4⇡(n + m)!

e�im�Pnm(cos ✓)

�(x) Dirac �-function �(x) =

⇢
+1 x = 0

0 x 6= 0

1R

�1
�(x)dx = 1

�ij unit tensor (Kronecker delta) �ij =

⇢
1 i = j
0 i 6= j

"ijk permutation tensor

8
<

:

1 i, j, k even permutations

�1 i, j, k odd permutations

0 otherwise

Mathematical operators

Symbol Meaning Representation

A ·B dot product of two vectors aibi

A

T transpose of a second rank tensor aji

A : B scalar product of second rank tensors aijbij
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D /Dt material derivative of  @ 

@t
+ (v ·r) 

trA trace of a second rank tensor aii

rA gradient of a scalar @A

@xi

r ·A divergence of A @ai

@xi

r⇥A curl of a vector "ijk
@aj

@xk

r2A Laplacian of A @2A

@xi@xi

kAk L2 norm of a vector p
aiai

hAi volume average of A 1

VR

Z

V
R

A dV

hAs,`i phase average of As or A`
1

VR

Z

V
R

�s,`A dV

hAis,` intrinsic average of As or A`
1

Vs,`

Z

V
R

�s,`A dV

⌦
A⇤

s,`n
↵⇤ interfacial average of As or A`

1

As`

Z

A
s`

A⇤
s,`ndA

hCiM mass average composition
f
sZ

0

Csdfs +

f
`Z

0

C`df`

Classical dimensionless numbers

Name Expression Physical Meaning

Biot Bi =

hTLc

k
ratio of heat advection from a
surface to heat conduction inside

Boussinesq Bo =

g�T�TcL
3
c

↵2
0

ratio of heat advected by buoyancy to
conducted heat

Fourier Fo =

↵tc
L2

c

ratio of characteristic time tc to the
time for conduction L2

c/↵

Grashof Gr =

g�T�TcL
3
c

(µ`/⇢`0)2
ratio of buoyant advective flow to
viscosity

Lewis Le =

↵

D
ratio of thermal diffusion to mass
diffusion

Péclet Pe =

vcLc

↵
ratio of heat advection to heat
conduction

Péclet (solutal) PeC =

vcLc

D
ratio of solute advection to solute dif-
fusion

Prandtl Pr =

cpµ`

k
=

⌫`
↵

ratio of momentum and thermal
diffusivities in a fluid
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Rayleigh Ra =

⇢0g�T�TcL
3
c

µ`↵0
ratio of buoyant advection to the
product of viscosity and heat conduction

Reynolds Re =

⇢vcLc

µ`
=

vcLc

⌫`
ratio of inertia to viscosity

Schmidt Sc =

µ`

⇢`D`
=

⌫`
D`

ratio of momentum diffusivity to mass
diffusivity

Stefan Ste =

cp�T

Lf
ratio of sensible heat to latent heat


